
January 2022
Landscape Report
Maintenance Report
Park Villas North



New grass in the front 
Seedlings still and issue



Reported at 3 foot tall now 4 foot tall 



PG not cleaning landscaped areas

If not picked 
up they turn 

into these

Which turns 
into a tree

79307930



Aphids 7932 still an issue.
Nov reported to Perincano



Aphids still an issue Sept Reported to Howerton
Oct walked the property with PG.
Nov reported to Perincano

Location of Magnolia 
Trees in Green



Aphids still an issue



Cabbage worms still an issue on Bogenvilla



PG just stripped the tops off and the volunteer 
seedlings are still there.

Sept Reported to Howerton
Oct walked the property with PG.
Nov reported to Perincano



Why? PG had no answer 
Still occurring

These bushes were planted to 
cover the vents so the lint doesn’t 
go into home.

PG keeps cutting them up like this 
defeating the purpose.

Showed this to John and asked 
Why and he said he has no good 
answer but they will fix it.

They just hacked them up again in 
the last 2 weeks.



Leak By 7950 an issue since end of Sept 



Pick the one with the standard bulb socket inside 
not the LED version

Fixtures should be replaced with 
the socket version so that a 
standard LED Bulb can be installed.

1) It is ~$100-150 to replace a 
fixture and requires more 
expensive labor to fix.

2) It is less than $2 to replace a 
bulb.  Anyone can do that, even 
homeowners.



CPI Doing a great job keeping up with lighting fixture 
replacements



Homeowner Post in Laundry Room

Light on the front side 
of 7940 took a year, 2 
boards, and 3 
management 
companies to get fixed.



7932 fountain fixed by Paradise Ponds

Fountain on West side 
was overflowing.  The 
auto fill valve was 
stuck open and 
Paradise Ponds turned 
it off.

The Fountain by 7932 
needed a PVC adapter 
to fix a broken pipe 
that was going into 
cement.  Repaired and 
working now.



Fountain status

• Pumps for the 2 fountains that are down have been bid and given to the board 
for action.

• Paradise ponds recommended drilling a hold in the fountains and putting the 
electrical box outside the fountain.  Previous company started this but it was 
never completed.  This is more expensive but is a long term fix that is 
recommended!



7938 House Breaker has tripped twice causing no 
hot water.

Reset breaker twice saving 
emergency plumber calls 
2X$350=$700

Water heater was installed in 2012

Breaker may be getting weak and 
need to be replaced.



7932 Foundation Repair almost complete

• There was a 1.5” drop off in that unit that they had to jackhammer out, add 
rebar, and then level the foundation.

• Impressed with Knowledge and quality of work being performed.



Hole in 7930 properly patched
Holes in moisture barrier still an issue ( example7940)
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